2002 dodge stratus rt transmission problems

Three problems related to transmission failure have been reported for the Dodge Stratus. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Dodge Stratus based on all problems reported for the Stratus. I drive a
Dodge Stratus,at 40, miles transmission completely failed costing me dollars to replace,at 62,
the second transmission failed me again,another dollars,now at 90, miles transmission is
having problems down shifting on a downward incline,3, miles ago I was driving at 35 mph
when the lower ball joint completely broke on driver side, wheel came completely off costing me
dollars to repair,was just informed the passenger side is going out now. The automatic
transmission failed at 59, miles on my Dodge Stratus. The vehicle started to make a popping
sound under the hood on the drivers side. The sound was intermittent for about 3 months. I
took the vehicle to a repair shop and it was diagnosed with a hard part transmission failure. Car
Problems. Transmission Failure problem 1. Transmission Failure problem 2. Transmission
Failure problem 3. Other Power Train related problems of the Dodge Stratus. Automatic
Transmission problems 7. Automatic Transmission problems. Automatic Transmission Torque
Converter problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Power Train problems.
Automatic Transmission Floor Shift problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Transmission
Fluid Leaking problems. Automatic Transmission Cooler problems. Automatic Transmission
Control Module problems. Seven problems related to automatic transmission have been
reported for the Dodge Stratus. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge Stratus based on all problems
reported for the Stratus. Several months ago I began noticing that the transmission on the
vehicle was not shifting down in a smooth manner. I went to the local Dodge dealership and
talked with the service manager, explained the problems I was experiencing and asked for
advice on what to do. The service manager said that with the computer operated transmission,
that the computer is a little slow and not to worry about it. Recently however the problem has
been increasing in both frequency and severity. To the point when I am comming to a stop at a
stop light or stop sign the vehicle surges forward as I come to a stop and it shifts to the lowest
gear. If the trend continues I can see this either destroying the transmission or causing an
accident as the surge pushes the vehicle forward. The service department at the local
dealership refuses to diagnose the problem and contends that it is just a slow computer and will
not cause any problems. Car hesitated to go into gear, next day, just driving down the road and
it stops pulling. The transmission went completely out,right in the middle of an intersection! If
someone was in heavy traffic when this happened this would be extremely dangerous! It is a
Dodge Stratus se. I will have to borrow the money to have it fixed, as so many people have from
what I have read about these and many other Dodge vehicles. Engine light came on, needed
new egr valve. After full inspection of vehicle on a very bright day I found slices in side walls of
two tires and the door panel drivers side was broken. Car brought to dealer, said to have
ordered parts and replaced tires. Tires not replaced. Few weeks later, front tire blow out. Major
ordeal with dealer and warranty company to be re-imbursed. Shortly after that car became very
sluggish, check engine light came on and an odor or burning rubber was present. Brought
vehicle to dealer was informed the soleinoid to transmission was cligged andwas replaced at
my cost. Two weekes later the entire transmission went vehicle had 58, miles. Had vehicle
towed to a dealer close by to have repairs completed, place of purchase dealer stated noone
works on our vehicles. Car transported and transmission replaced. Next after transmission was
replaced, same problem occurred and vehicle became disabled, results a speed control sensor
in transmission was replaced at my cost out of pocket. Again just yesterday, vehicle became
disabled, towed to dealer now awaiting disposition. My car at the time of faliure had 43, miles on
and that is it, there was no prior warning or knowledge of the transmission going bad, I have
had the car serviced just as the manual says to and there was no warning. The entire
transmission had to be re-built. I brought car to dealership before warranty ended for
transmission work. The said they fixed it but 17, miles later transmission went completely out.
Dealer says it is now my problem to get fixed. The vehicle experienced a problem with the
transmission. Please provide further details. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1.
Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic
Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem
6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Other Power Train related problems of the Dodge Stratus.
Automatic Transmission problems 7. Transmission Failure problems. Automatic Transmission
Torque Converter problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Power Train problems.
Automatic Transmission Floor Shift problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Transmission
Fluid Leaking problems. Automatic Transmission Cooler problems. Automatic Transmission
Control Module problems. If someone offers to sell you a 2. NOTE: Only the 2. All other available
engines are very reliable with no major problems. Even with regular maintenance, the oil sludge

defect eventually destroys the 2. The only true fix we know about is to put in the larger 3. Also
the 2. This issue was never deemed a safety defect by the Feds, so there was no recall. So how
do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Took it into the dealership 63, odometer , they said that the transmission cooler
lines were leaking and both hoses needed to be replaced. I park my car in the same spot at work
and at home, and hadn't noticed any leakage I was assured that although there were no spots,
that should fix the problem along with a flush, clean, and conditioner. Unfortunately, those parts
weren't covered under my extended warranty. The automatic transmission failed at 59, miles on
my Dodge Stratus. The vehicle started to make a popping sound under the hood on the drivers
side. The sound was intermittent for about 3 months. I took the vehicle to a repair shop and it
was diagnosed with a hard part transmission failure. Transmission solenoid leaking along with
transmission hose lines. Solonoid was covered in warranty. Hose lines and clamps were not.
Car had only 60K. Book specifies transmission service at K. I contend that the clamps used on
the lines are not able to adjust to the aging hose and cannot last the recommended service time.
Adjustable clamps were employed to correct the issue. Search CarComplaints. I brought car to
dealership before warranty ended for transmission work. The said they fixed it but 17, miles
later transmission went completely out. Dealer says it is now my problem to get fixed. Engine
light came on, needed new egr valve. After full inspection of vehicle on a very bright day I found
slices in side walls of two tires and the door panel drivers side was broken. Car brought to
dealer, said to have ordered parts and replaced tires. Tires not replaced. Few weeks later, front
tire blow out. Major ordeal with dealer and warranty company to be re-imbursed. Shortly after
that car became very sluggish, check engine light came on and an odor or burning rubber was
present. Brought vehicle to dealer was informed the soleinoid to transmission was cligged
andwas replaced at my cost. Two weekes later the entire transmission went vehicle had 58,
miles. Had vehicle towed to a dealer close by to have repairs completed, place of purchase
dealer stated noone works on our vehicles. Car transported and transmission replaced. Next
after transmission was replaced, same problem occurred and vehicle became disabled, results
a speed control sensor in transmission was replaced at my cost out of pocket. Again just
yesterday, vehicle became disabled, towed to dealer now awaiting disposition. My car at the
time of faliure had 43, miles on and that is it, there was no prior warning or knowledge of the
transmission going bad, I have had the car serviced just as the manual says to and there was no
warning. The entire transmission had to be re-built. Consumer complained about a transmission
problem. While stepping on the accelerator pedal transmission did not goe into gear. Consumer
heard a whining sound, then vehicle popped, and went into gear. However, the whining sound
did not not stop. Transmission is leaking about 1qt of fluid per week. Only 15, Miles on the
vehicle. The vehicle experienced a problem with the transmission Consumer states while
driving at normal speed vehicle is jerking. I am so dissatisfied with my Dodge Stratus SE. Ever
since I bought my car in Jan , I have had more problems with this car than any other. My car
leaks fluids constantly, my breaks don't work when applied, my car hesitates in all weather
circumstances, my windshield makes a crackling noise, my doors squeak along with my trunk
lid. Not to mention that I get anywhere from miles per gallon for gas. I drive for about 40 min and
half of my gas is gone!!! Dodge is definately one dealer that I wil never ever ever buy another
car from!!!!! Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. If someone offers to sell
you a 2. NOTE: Only the 2. All other available engines are very reliable with no major problems.
Even with regular maintenance, the oil sludge defect eventually destroys the 2. The only true fix
we know about is to put in the larger 3. Also the 2. This issue was never deemed a safety defect
by the Feds, so there was no recall. I got my Dodge stratus as a gift for my 18th birthday this
year. We thought it was a steal because the paint job and the interior were super nice, but I
started to notice little things here and there once in awhile, but never thought anything of it
because the cars old. Then in September, I was going down the road to go to work and I was on
a highway ramp when my car shook very violently and it scared me really bad, so I pulled over
and got it towed and we figured out it was the torque converter. My uncle and I decided to just
rebuild the whole transmission to have it run like new, but it still shakes once in awhile but I
give it a few revs and its fine. I have to say its a nice car but the company is notorious for bad
transmission problems. Mine has been slipping for sometime now, but within the last few
months it has been making a really bad grinding noise. I am afraid to drive it because I don't
wanna have to stop on the side of the road somewhere with my 2 year old. It will be blowing
cold air and then all of the sudden it will just start blowing hot air. What is that about? Never
gonna buy another dodge Oh, and the factory paint has been chipping away! Such bs! This car
started having transmission problems almost immediately after I bought it. Several trips back to

the dealer only made a slight difference in its performance, and I wound up getting rid of the
vehicle in I would never recommend a Dodge or Chrysler vehicle to anyone because of the
experience I have had with this vehicle. Gee how do I start this, I am so pissed off, I hate the
Dodge Stratus, its no wonder Dodge is stopping production on them. I have had lots of
problems with it most minor fixes that was covered on the warranties, but luck ran out on me
yesterday, My transmission started to slip. I pulled over and there was a horrible grinding noise
coming from the transmission. Needless to say when i put back in gear you could feel it slipping
before hitting the gear to move. I am so glad I carry towing on my insurance and I had a cell
phone to get towed. I was in the middle of no where. Its time Dodge started to find a solution to
their Transmission problems with several of thir automobiles. I've had it fixed and still have the
same problem here and there. Sometimes it can be very tight to drive also. Since I've had it I've
kept good maintenance on the "Hoopty" oil changes every other month, Tune up repairing
minor problems. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 5 reports transmission rebuilt 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Stratus problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. If someone offers to sell you a 2. NOTE: Only the 2. All other
available engines are very reliable with no major problems. Even with regular maintenance, the
oil sludge defect eventually destroys the 2. The only true fix we know about is to put in the
larger 3. Also the 2. This issue was never deemed a safety defect by the Feds, so there was no
recall. I know that most on here are complaining about this car, and yes our transmission has
given up the ghost but this car has been a damn good one! It is very unfortunate that when you
buy a car these days you are not necessarily getting what you are buying. Nevertheless this car
has , miles of all kinds of driving and has not been perfect but has been a great car! The
transmission is unfortunately worth more than the car is worth and we are not sure if we are
going to fix or get a new car, I just hope that if we do get a new one that it holds up as good as
this one. I am a die hard Ford Fan and lately have had my fill of Bullshit that ford has done and
would buy another Dodge or Chrysler product but hope that if it truly is a Dodge that it holds up
as good as this car did that they were smart enough to try and rebadge as their own!!! Thanks
for listening and if you do have one of these cars I hope it turns out as good as ours has! The
end of I my car started making an awful noise, I took it to a few different shops and of course it
would not make the noise when someone was listening. I finally figured out that it only made the
noise when the car was in gear. I took it in and had the oil, transmission, and radiator all
changed and flushed, within 2 weeks I was driving on the freeway and my car would no longer
go into gear. The engine was still running and it would rev-up but I wasn't moving! I had to have
it towed to a repair shop, where it was finally decided that the transmission was shot! My
transmission pump had failed causing the entire transmission to be damaged. Up until the day
my car stopped working there was never a warning light or any codes that came up on
diagnostic tests. This ended up costing me more then what the car is now worth. But I couldn't
trade it in because no one wanted to give me any money for a car that didn't work! I hate my car!
First off, the black paint faded pre-maturely. I was driving to the mall last year when the
transmission failed out of the blue. It was slipping a week before and I had the fluid changed but
that still didn't stop the failure. I was without a car for 2 weeks as I had it replaced with a
salvaged part. It seems to be holding up now but I feel it slipping again Once the car hits K
miles it is nothing but problems. There are no words to express my frustration over this vehicle.
I have always been an American car owner and do not intend to trash the whole line up, like I
see others doing, over this foolishness. I had all used cars from 10 to 2 years old when I bought
them - none ever gave me any trouble. But this one? This is my first brand-spanking new car,
bought when it was just 1 month old back in ' But the real kicker?? The transmission has been
giving me trouble for a year engine light coming on and what I thought was the engine sounding
rough were repeatedly misdiagnosed by independent shops. Finally, the thing just quit working
a couple of weeks ago right on I - the car quit shifting - I could not go backwards or forwards, no
gear was usable. I expect cars to have maintenance - but high cost issues when well cared for
are a no-no. I only switched from GM 11 years ago because I could get more bang for my buck
with equivalent Chrysler products. My car, out of nowhere, started jerking when I accelerated. It
then started jerking when I braked. It escalated to the point where I couldn't go over 20 mph
without the car jerking ridiculously and then stalling. So, I put on my hazards forty minutes
away from my house and went 15 mph. The whole way there. And Las Vegas doesn't exactly
have the most sympathetic people. I did some research and concluded that my car could be
fixed with a simple balancing of my tires. I brought my car into Big O Tires and they balanced

my tires. I drove away and made it to 40 mph and celebrated. I brought it back to the mechanics
so they could do a diagnostic. They said the car couldn't even finish up the diagnostic so it had
to be a transmission problem!!! Now I had no warranty on this car whatsoever but I had gotten
the car three days ago. Fu k that. They were taking it back. We had to cancel all the paperwork,
etc. Which is so cute and comforting because if it's so bad then why didn't they notice that
before they sold it to me? The transmission completely went at 60K miles. The car was well
maintained and most of the miles were highway. Yeah, you can get one cheaper at other shops
but no warranty. Besides the tranny I think the injectors were clogged also, or some fuel system
problem. I never had it looked at but it would have caught up with me eventually. I would
suggest to all of you out there that own this vehicle get rid of it as soon a possible. If you're
looking at buying one don't unless it is close to free. I knew this car had problems but thought I
could get another 20K out of it. Beautiful car so far and very solid. I think it'll last me for awhile.
Car has been well taken care of all fluids change regularly Started with a hard shift and just got
worst This is really sorry for dodge Very displeased I am the second owner of this vehicle. So
they tell me I am not covered under the 70, mile powertrain warrenty. Problem happend to my
husbands car 5 months ago. Was covered, but I am not. Diamer Chrysler no help. Waiting to see
what this is going to cost me. Left stranded on the side of the road in cold rainy weather. Check
engine light came on. Months later, the car would not go into gear. Interesting all these
problems. I just want the car back so I can go buy a Toyota. Father was an employee of Chrysler
for over 35 years. What a waste of money. I bought my Stratus in April and in November I had to
replace the transmission. It only had 60k miles on it! I bought my stratus in April and in
November I had to replace the transmission. If that's not enough, last week march my
transmission blew again! I havn't even had the car a year yet! Then the transmission failed. It
took over a week to fix and I had to pay for my own rental car. I am not sure how long this repair
will last. Coming onto a 4 lane divided highway when the transmission just gave out. No forward
or reverse gears. I was the last of five others in our work group to have this problem. At least
the repairs won't be on my dime; the leasing company will take it on the chi
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n. My brand new car started shifting funny and within 50 miles had completely failed. Dearly
repaired under warranty, but took over 2 weeks to do it. Paid for rental car for one week since it
took so long. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 6 reports replaced transmission 6 reports rebuilt by independent repair
shop 3 reports got rid of it 2 reports new transmission installed by dealer 2 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Stratus problem yet. Be the first! Find
a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. The transmission was rebuilt at , miles
and then it failed again at , miles. Search CarComplaints. I have had several problems with this
car. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

